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NEW START
A former car park at Southampton General Hospital has been
transformed by Amanda Levete’s ceramic-walled pavilion and naturalistic
planting into a woodland glade oasis for cancer charity Maggie’s.
Designed by Sarah Price working with architects AL_A, the garden for
Maggie’s Centre Southampton draws on the ecology of the New Forest
with birch trees underplanted with woodland plants that are reflected in
mottled, stainless steel cladding. The centre itself comprises four zones,
each of which opens on to its own private garden through full-height

HUFTON+CROW

sliding doors that disappear into the walls. sarahpricelandscapes.com
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DESERT GARDEN

Architecture practice Tonkin Liu is

A music-themed park, designed by

Esperance Bridge has opened at

AND-RÉ Arquitectura has won a

The garden of a private property,

refining its design for Grosvenor

the Shanghai office of LabD+H, has

London’s King’s Cross Development.

competition to design a Tourist

Ghost Wast, in the desert area of

Square in Mayfair before submitting

been created around the Blackstone

The bright-red pedestrian bridge,

Information building for Tabolado

Paradise Valley, Arizona, is among

it for planning permission later this

Apartments in Shanghai, the oldest

which connects King’s Cross and

Garden in Chaves, Portugal. The

the winners of the ninth annual

year. The design will transform the

baroque apartment building in China

St Pancras stations and Pancras

circular building has a base

Architizer A+Awards. Designed by

central London square from a green

and currently the staff dormitory of

Square with the Thomas

of timber pillars and beams

Colwell Shelor Landscape

space with just one species of tree

the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra.

Heatherwick-designed Coal Drops

and is clad in vertical timber

Architects, for a two-and-a-half-

to a biodiverse urban garden. Plans

Native plants have been used to

Yard and Granary Square, was

slats, echoing the trunks of the

acre sloping site, the scheme

show a path leading through a

green the building’s façade and the

designed by Moxon Architects with

surrounding garden trees. Two

removed a water-intensive planting

mosaic of at least 50 new trees

narrow in-between spaces at ground

Arup. With a smooth truss form, the

arches, which are lit at night, frame

palette and replaced it with

of various sizes that will support

level, and textured stone walls form

bridge’s triangle design, created from

the doors and windows that give

complementary species from arid

wildlife, woodland plants and

partitions to create discrete spaces.

folded ribbons of carbon steel,

on to the open-space room, which

regions around the world. Views to

wildflowers. The historic oval space

Existing mature trees have been

references a 19th-century railway

has an exposed wood ceiling.

the adjacent mountains were

in the centre of the square will be

retained, including plane trees, and

bridge. It was named by local school

The circular design is accented

opened up and the site has been

planted with a flowering lawn. Water

new elements have been introduced,

children after the Espérance Club, a

by a curved reflecting pool in

reconnected to the native plants of

will be collected and stored in a

including musical fountains, a stone

social project set up in the 1890s for

front of the building, a reference

the surrounding desert lands.

series of channels and in a pond.

wall garden and a tree shadow

dressmakers, and led by two

to the thermal importance of

Storm water is collected to irrigate

grosvenor.com

garden. dhscape.com

suffragettes. moxonarchitects.com

Chaves. and-re.pt

the lawn area. architizer.com
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6 POP-UP GARDEN
IN BERLIN

Harris Bugg Studio has designed
a temporary garden for the Berlin
Film Festival at the historic BUFA
studios, which will remain in place
through autumn and winter for
gatherings. Timber-shuttering boards
create raised beds of varying heights,
enabling a range of different plantings
from dappled woodland corners to
more open, sunny, perennial planting
zones. Gabions topped with timber
form low, structural walls and seats,
and a timber amphitheatre seating
space enables a range of uses from
film showings to gigs. The studio is
also working on a masterplan to green
the whole campus and create a
biodiverse and restorative green
space for Berlin. harrisbugg.com
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PHILADELPHIA FLOWER SHOW

An installation of more than 1,200 forestry seedling
kokedamas, by New York-based Nomad Studio, won
gold and the Governor’s Trophy for the most innovative
or unique design at this year’s Philadelphia Flower
Show. The kokedamas, chosen to evoke the importance
of soil as an often overlooked habitat, were suspended
in an inverted dome made out of woven steel. Visitors
entered the installation via an L-shaped path to
seedlings sprouting from the mossy globes were a mix
of species native to the northeast region of the USA and
the majority will live on in the Tyler Arboretum, Media,
Philadelphia. thenomadstudio.net
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immerse themselves in the micro-woodland. The

